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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a coupled scheme utilizing advantages of the Runge–Kutta discontinuous Galerkin (RKDG) method and finite elements is applied to investigate cavitation induced by rarefaction waves during a near-field underwater explosion of cylindrical charge. A high-order RKDG method has advantages of an accurate shock capturing. So, it was used to solve a governing Eulerian equation for a compressible fluid. A finite-element method (FEM) was suitable to deal with problems of a shock response of structures and, therefore, applied for structural analysis. The suggested method was used to study pressure characteristics and cavitation effects of underwater explosions of cylindrical charges near single/double plates. First, a cavitation model was introduced in the RKDG method, and a numerical model of a high-pressure bubble in a cylinder was developed. The obtained numerical results were compared with the known solution in order to verify the validity of the suggested method. Second, a RKDG-FEM model of underwater explosion of a spherical charge near a plate was developed; its results for maximum deflection at the centre of the plate were compared with experimental data to prove the effectiveness of the coupled algorithm. Then, this algorithm was employed to simulate the process of underwater explosions of cylindrical charges near a single plate. Here, effects of different parameters - thickness of the plate and a distance between the charge and the plate - on pressure and cavitation characteristics were studied. Finally, a numerical model of double plates subjected to a near-field underwater explosion was developed. Cavitation evolution and its effect on shock-wave loading were analysed. Additionally, the effect of the distance between two plates was studied. The suggested analysis and its results provide a reference for load characteristics of near-field underwater explosions and shock response of structures.
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1. Introduction

A high-pressure shock wave \cite{1-5} can be generated in explosions caused by underwater weapons, such as torpedoes and bombs, causing severe damage to warships. Cylindrical charges are widely used in the design of such weapons, while they are usually substituted with spherical ones in research of underwater explosions. This is reasonable for a far-field underwater explosion; however, it is not suitable for a near-field one. Cole \cite{6} found that pressure evolution of a cylindrical charge was different from that of the equivalent spherical one when a distance to the explosive was less than 15 times a charge radius. A Lagrange method was used by Sternberg \cite{7} to study the effect of a length-to-diameter ratio of cylindrical charges on an underwater-explosion shock wave. Hammond \cite{8} also investigated effects of parameters - charge shape and orientation for cylindrical geometry - on shock-wave characteristics. Huang et al. \cite{9} experimentally studied bubble dynamics for cylindrical PETN with a length-to-diameter ratio from 3.35 to 6.75 subjected to underwater explosion. Zhang et al. \cite{10} combined SPH and BEM to simulate the entire process of underwater explosion for a cylindrical charge and their numerical results agreed well with experimental data. So, it is of great significance to consider cylindrical characteristics of charges employed in near-field underwater explosions. Hence, a structural response of plates subjected to near-field underwater explosion of cylindrical charges is studied in this paper.

Rarefaction waves can be generated during the process of shock-wave propagation between a bubble and a structure subjected to a near-field underwater explosion, resulting in a cavitation region with low pressure \cite{11-15}. As a result, the structure can be damaged by a secondary shock and reloading caused by collapse of this cavitation. Hence, it is necessary to investigate generation and collapse of...
cavitation near different boundaries as well as its effects on load characteristics and on shock response of structures. The process of cavitation was studied by various researchers by means of theoretical analysis, experiments and numerical modeling. A Taylor flat-plate theory [16] was adopted to analyse the generation of a cavitation near a plate subjected to a plane shock wave. Bleich and Sandler [17] developed a mathematical model of fluids with cavitation and obtained an analytic solution of the velocity of a plate. Li et al. [18] employed a plane shock-wave hypothesis to investigate formation of cavitation caused by an underwater explosion and a shock wave. Clearly, experiment is the most effective method to study cavitation characteristics caused by underwater explosion. Brett et al. [19] conducted a series of experiments to investigate a secondary shock caused by cavitation; the results obtained showed that this loading had a significant effect on deformation of submerged cylinders. Rajendran [20] experimentally studied reloading characteristics and damage of plane plates subjected to a non-contact underwater explosion and found that damage caused by the reloading component was almost equal to that produced by a primary shock pulse. However, the experimental research had various such shortcomings: limited information acquisition, poor operability, etc. With rapid development of computer technology, numerical methods are gradually employed to study cavitation characteristics in the process of underwater explosions. Felippa and DeRuntz [21] used a finite-element analysis for problems of hull cavitation induced by underwater shock. Wardlaw and Luton [22] utilized a coupled GEMINI-DYNA hydrocode to investigate formation and collapse of cavitation as well as the target reloading. Sprague and Geers [23] applied a cavitating acoustic finite-element (CAFE) method to simulate the response of a ship to an underwater explosion considering also cavitation. Xie et al. [24–26] used different cavitation models to study the process of large-scale homogeneous unsteady state cavitation. Zhang et al. [27] proposed a hybrid method of a fluid spectral element method (SEM) and FEM to analyse secondary loading caused by collapse of cavitation on a spherical shell and stiffened plates. Goncalves and Charrière [28] implemented a cavitation model in a compressible RANS/Euler solver and studied cavitation dynamics caused by an underwater explosion and bubble collapse. The use of traditional numerical methods is constrained by computational difficulties caused by grid distortion, inaccurate shock description, moving-interface tracking in highly nonlinear problems of near-field underwater explosions. Besides, due to a high Mach number, compressibility of fluid is significant and should be considered. The coupled method [29–30] of RKDG [31–32], a level-set (LS) method [33–34] and a ghost fluid (GF) method [35–36] was proved to be effective for solution of above problems in compressible fluids. Hence, a hybrid algorithm - RKDG-LS-GF - was employed to analyse a shock load in the fluid. However, this hybrid approach is generally not as good as the finite-element method (FEM) in solving problems of a dynamic response of structures. Therefore, RKDG-LS-GF and FEM are combined here to fully utilize their advantages in simulations of plates subjected to near-field underwater explosions, where the two methods are used respectively for fluid and structural solvers.

In this paper, a coupled algorithm based on RKDG and FEM is used to solve transient fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems of a shock load for a near-field underwater explosion and a shock response of structures. Besides, formation and collapse of cavitation as well as its reloading effect on structures are studied. First, a cavitation model is introduced into a two-dimensional axisymmetric RKDG-LS-DGF method and a simulation of bubble pulsation in a cylinder is performed. The obtained results are compared with those in the literature to verify the validity of the presented method. Second, a numerical model of a plate subjected to near-field underwater explosion caused by a spherical charge is established by using the developed coupled RKDG-FEM algorithm, and its feasibility is proved through the comparison with experimental data. Third, the pressure and cavitation characteristics for a cylindrical charge are analysed and effects of different parameters - thickness of the plate and distance between the charge and the plate - are discussed. Finally, a numerical model of a double plate is developed, and the effect of the distance on load characteristics and structural response is analysed.

2. Numerical method

2.1. Governing equation for Eulerian formulation

In simulations of an underwater explosion, the explosion gas and the fluid are assumed inviscid, irrotational and compressible. The density, velocity, pressure and total energy per unit volume are denoted as \( \rho \), \( u \), \( v \), \( w \), \( P \) and \( E \), respectively. The governing equation for a two-dimensional axisymmetric fluid is given by [37]

\[
\mathbf{U}_t + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{U}) = S(\mathbf{U}),
\]

where

\[
\mathbf{U} = \begin{bmatrix} \rho \\ \rho u \\ \rho v \\ \rho w \\ E \end{bmatrix}, \quad \mathbf{F} = \begin{bmatrix} \rho u \\ \rho u^2 + p \\ u \rho u v \\ u \rho w \\ u(E + p) \end{bmatrix}, \quad S = \begin{bmatrix} \rho u \\ \rho u v \\ 0 \\ u \end{bmatrix},
\]

\( e \) is the internal energy per unit mass.

2.2. Equation of state

Pressure of detonation products can be presented with the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state (EoS) [29,38], expressed as

\[
P = A \left( 1 - \frac{\omega_p}{\rho_0} \right) e^{-\frac{\rho_0}{\rho_e}} + B \left( 1 - \frac{\omega_p}{\rho_0} \right) e^{-\frac{\rho_0}{\rho_e}} + \frac{\omega_p E_0}{\rho_0},
\]

where TNT was chosen as the explosive material; the material constants \( A \) and \( B \) were set as \( 3.712 \times 10^{11} \) Pa and \( 3.231 \times 10^9 \) Pa, respectively; the constants \( R_1 \), \( R_2 \) and \( \omega \) were taken as 4.15, 0.95 and 0.3, respectively; the initial density \( \rho_0 \) was 1630 kg/m^3; the specific internal energy \( E_0 \) was \( 4.29 \times 10^6 \) J/kg.

The Tait EoS [29,38] was applied for water, given by

\[
P = B \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} \right)^N - 1 + A,
\]

where the constants \( A \) and \( B \) were taken as \( 1.0 \times 10^5 \) Pa and \( 3.31 \times 10^8 \) Pa, respectively; \( N \) was set to 7.15; the initial density \( \rho_0 \) was equal to 1000 kg/m^3.

Steel Q235 was used as the material of the plate. The Cowper-Symonds model [39] was employed for steel, written as

\[
\sigma_\varepsilon = 1 + \frac{\varepsilon}{\sigma_0} \frac{C}{C_0} \sigma_0,
\]

where \( \sigma_0 \) is the initial yield stress; \( \varepsilon \) is the strain rate; \( C \) and \( P \) are parameters for the strain rate, set as 40.4 s\(^{-1}\) and 5, respectively. The material parameters [40] for Q235 are listed in Table 1.

2.3. Runge–Kutta discontinuous Galerkin method

Two-dimensional Euler equations were taken as an example to demonstrate the spatial discretization of the RKDG method which was used to solve the governing equation for the fluid. For a computational

| Table 1 |
| Parameters for Q235 [40]. |
| Density kg m\(^{-3}\) | Poisson’s ratio | Young’s modulus MPa | Yield stress MPa | Shear modulus MPa | Maximum plastic strain |
| 7850 | 0.3 | 2.1 \times 10^5 | 400 | 250 | 0.23 |
region \( \Omega \) in the fluid, both sides of Eq. (1) were multiplied with a test function \( \Phi(x, y) \) and integrated over a cell \( K \). Then one has [41–44]

\[
\int_K \left( U + \nabla \cdot F(U) \right) \Phi(x, y) \, d\Omega = 0,
\]

(5)

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \int_K U \Phi(x, y) \, d\Omega + \int_K \nabla \cdot F(U) \Phi(x, y) \, d\Omega = 0.
\]

(6)

Subsequently, by integrating Eq. (6) by parts, a semi-discrete equation can be obtained, expressed as [41–44]

\[
\int_K \nabla \cdot F(U) \Phi(x, y) \, d\Omega = \int_K \nabla F(U) \cdot \nabla \Phi(x, y) \, d\Omega - \int_K F(U) \cdot \nabla \Phi(x, y) \, d\Omega.
\]

(7)

The divergence theorem was used to solve the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (7), given by

\[
\int_K \nabla F(U) \cdot \nabla \Phi(x, y) \, d\Omega = \sum_{\nu \in \mathbb{Z}_K} \int_{\Gamma(K_{\nu})} F(U) 
(\nabla \Phi(x, y)) \cdot (\nu \cdot n) \, d\Gamma_{\nu},
\]

(8)

where \( \mathbb{Z}_K \) is the uniform normal vector of the cell boundary pointing outwards, \( \Gamma(K_{\nu}) \) is the boundary of element \( K \), \( \nu \) is the edge.

By substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (6) one can get [32]

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \sum_{\nu \in \mathbb{Z}_K} \int_{\Gamma(K_{\nu})} F(U) \, d\Gamma_{\nu} + \sum_{\nu \in \mathbb{Z}_K} \int_{\Gamma(K_{\nu})} F(U) \, d\Gamma_{\nu} = 0.
\]

(9)

The Gaussian quadrature formulas were applied to solve the line and surface integrals in Eq. (9) resulting in [41–44]

\[
\int_{\nu} F(U) \, d\Gamma_{\nu} \approx \sum_{j=1}^{l} \omega_{\nu} F(U(x_{\nu j}, y_{\nu j})) \theta_{\nu j},
\]

(10)

\[
\int_{\nu} \nabla F(U) \cdot \nabla \Phi(x, y) \, d\Gamma_{\nu} \approx \sum_{j=1}^{l} \omega_{\nu} F(U(x_{\nu j}, y_{\nu j})) \theta_{\nu j} \nabla \Phi(x_{\nu j}, y_{\nu j}) \, d\Gamma_{\nu}.
\]

(11)

where \( \omega_{\nu} \) and \( \theta_{\nu j} \) are weighting coefficients.

The solutions \( U \) and \( \Phi \) in shock-involved flows must be discontinuous at inter-element boundaries. Hence, the numerical flux \( \tilde{F}(U(x_{\nu}, y_{\nu}, t), \Phi(x_{\nu}, y_{\nu}, t)) \) for the exact solutions \( U \) and \( \Phi \) can respectively replace the flux \( F(U, \Phi, x_{\nu}, y_{\nu}, t) \), the approximate solutions \( \tilde{U} \) and \( \tilde{\Phi} \). Based on these approximations, Eqs. (10) and (11) are substituted into Eq. (9) [41–44]:

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \sum_{\nu \in \mathbb{Z}_K} \int_{\Gamma(K_{\nu})} \tilde{F}(U(x_{\nu j}, y_{\nu j}, t)) \, d\Gamma_{\nu j} + \sum_{\nu \in \mathbb{Z}_K} \int_{\Gamma(K_{\nu})} \tilde{F}(U(x_{\nu j}, y_{\nu j}, t)) \theta_{\nu j} \nabla \Phi(x_{\nu j}, y_{\nu j}) \, d\Gamma_{\nu j} = 0,
\]

(12)

where the numerical flux \( \tilde{F}(U(x_{\nu}, y_{\nu}, t)) \) is substituted with the Lax-Friedrichs flux, given by

\[
\tilde{F}(U(x_{\nu}, y_{\nu}, t)) = \frac{1}{2} (\tilde{F}(U(x_{\nu}, y_{\nu}, t)) + \tilde{F}(U(x_{\nu}, y_{\nu}, t))),
\]

(13)

where \( \alpha \) is the maximum eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix \( \partial F(U)/\partial U \). The approximate solution \( \tilde{U}(x, y, t) \) is obtained inside the quadrilateral element \([x_{\nu-1/2}, x_{\nu+1/2}] \times [y_{\nu-1/2}, y_{\nu+1/2}] \), and is written as \( \tilde{U}(x, y, t) = U(x, y, t) \), \( \tilde{L}_{U}(x, y, t) \), \( \tilde{L}_{\eta}(x, y, t) \), \( \tilde{U}_{\eta}(x, y, t) \), \( \tilde{U}_{\xi}(x, y, t) \), \( \tilde{\Phi}_{\xi}(x, y, t) \), \( \tilde{\Phi}_{\eta}(x, y, t) \), \( \tilde{\Phi}_{\xi}(x, y, t) \).

(14)

ources at the rigid wall and the collapse of the cavitation, respectively. Obviously, our results agreed well with those in [24]. This indicates that the developed RKDG-LS-GF method for the cavitation model can effectively simulate the processes of formation and collapse of cavitation.

2.5. Coupled RKDG-FEM

In FSI problems, a hybrid mesh is generally used when the fluid and the structure domains are, respectively, analysed employing the Euler

and is written as

\[
\int_{\Omega} \Phi(x, y) \, d\Omega = \int_{\Omega} \Phi(x, y) \, d\Omega = 0.
\]

(15)

Finally, the discrete difference scheme was obtained using the third-order total variation diminishing (TVD) of the Runge-Kutta time discretization method for Eq. (15), expressed as

\[
\frac{U^{(1)}}{U^{(n)}} = U^{(n)} + \Delta t \left( \frac{U^{(n)} + \Delta R(U^{(n)})}{4} \right),
\]

(16)

In addition, the above RKDG method was coupled with LS and GF methods to capture, and deal with, the moving interfaces of the multiphase flow. The detailed coupling procedure of the above methods can be found in [29] and [41].

2.4. Cut-off cavitation model

A cavitation model should be employed to update a relationship between pressure and density of fluid when the former is lower than the saturated-vapor pressure \( P_{sat} \). A high-applicability cut-off cavitation model has little effect on computational accuracy of a pressure peak in the high-pressure fluid. Hence, this model was utilized in this paper, given by [29]

\[
P = \begin{cases} 0 & \rho > P_{sat}, \\ \rho & \rho \leq P_{sat}, \end{cases}
\]

(17)

where \( P_{sat} \) is the density when the pressure is equal to the saturated vapor pressure \( P_{sat} \).

This cavitation model was introduced into the two-dimensional axisymmetric RKDG-LS-GF method. In order to verify the effectiveness of the presented method, a numerical model of an ideal-gas bubble pulsation in a water-filled rigid cylinder was developed and its results were compared with those in [24]. The magnitudes of diameter and length of the cylinder were 0.0889 m and 0.2286 m, respectively. The bubble with a diameter of 0.03 m was placed at the centre of the cylinder. The bubble had an initial density of 1770 kg/m\(^3\) and pressure \( 2 \times 10^5 \) Pa. As for the surrounding water, its density and pressure were equal to 1000 kg/m\(^3\) and \( 1 \times 10^5 \) Pa, respectively. The levels of pressure of the gas and the water were obtained from the state equations of ideal gas and Tait. The saturated vapor pressure \( P_{sat} \) in the cut-off cavitation model was set to 5000 Pa. The comparison of results for pressure distributions in the fluid are shown in Fig. 1, where the colored (right) and the black-and-white (left) images correspond to results obtained by our method and in [24], respectively. A spherical shock wave (SW1) was generated during an expansion stage of the bubble. After this shock wave arrived at the rigid wall, a reflected shock wave (RSW1) was produced and propagated in the fluid. When RSW1 reached the bubble, a rarefaction wave (RW1) was generated (Fig. 1(a)) because impedance of the water was higher than that of the bubble. Subsequently, a rarefaction wave (RW2) was produced after RW1 arrived at the rigid wall. Due to the superimposition of these two rarefaction waves, a cavitation with low pressure was formed (Fig. 1(b)). With the propagation of complex waves in the fluid, the cavitation gradually collapsed (Figs. 1(c) and (d)). The numerical results obtained for the pressure distribution show a good agreement with those in [24], proving the validity of our numerical method.

A further comparison of pressure evolution at the centre of the rigid cylinder is presented in Fig. 2. Two pressure peaks were caused by the direct shock wave and the collapse of the cavitation, respectively. Obviously, our results agreed well with those in [24]. This indicates that the developed RKDG-LS-GF method for the cavitation model can effectively simulate the processes of formation and collapse of cavitation.
and Lagrange formulations, resulting in a distorted mesh for an elastoplastic structure under large deformations. In this paper, a coupled RKDG-FEM method [29,31] is proposed to overcome this limitation and study pressure and cavitation characteristics of a near-field underwater explosion of cylindrical charges near single/double plates. The detailed coupled procedure was implemented with the following steps:

1. The pressure at the fluid-structure interface was obtained with the fluid solver - the RKDG method.
2. FE software ABAQUS was used to assess loads employing a VLOAD FORTRAN subroutine. The level of pressure obtained with the fluid solver was regarded as the initial load for the structural solver in ABAQUS. Subsequently, material deformation and velocities at the interface were updated for the structural solver.
3. The updated coordinates and velocities were used as the new boundary conditions in the fluid solver at the next step.

The RKDG and FEM methods were respectively utilized to solve the governing equation for the fluid and to analyse a structural response. As for the fluid-structure interaction, the motion equations and dynamic continuity conditions are given by

\begin{align*}
\text{Fig. 1. Comparison of results for pressure distribution obtained with our method (right) and Ref. [24] (left): (a) 30 \mu s, (b) 60 \mu s, (c) 90 \mu s, (d) 120 \mu s.}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Fig. 2. Evolution of pressure at centre of rigid wall.}
\end{align*}
where \( u_{n, f} \) and \( u_{n, s} \) are the normal velocities at the surface of the fluid and structure domains, respectively; \( P \) and \( F \) are pressures at the surfaces of these two domains, respectively.

The level set method (LSM) was applied to capture the interaction, with function values \( \Phi \) setting to values lower and higher than 0 in the structure and the fluid, respectively. The extrapolation for the ghost fluid method (GFM) was used for boundary conditions at the interaction. The real and ghost cells were denoted as A and B (Fig. 3), respectively. The boundary conditions for cell B can be obtained in terms of physical quantities (\( \rho, u_n, g, u_t, P_g \)) for the GFM, where \( u_{n, g} \) and \( u_{t, g} \) were the normal and tangential velocities. According to the kinematical boundary condition, the normal velocity \( u_{n, g} \) was obtained by the linear extrapolation. This approach has an advantage in solving problems with fluid-structure interaction because a mesh in the fluid does not need to match completely with that in the structure, allowing for full de-coupling between nodes in two domains. For the fluid domain, the profile and the velocity in the structure were used; for the structure one, the shock load in the fluid was needed. Pressure \( P \) got with the fluid solver was regarded as the initial load for the structure solver in ABAQUS software [45]. The equation for the structural response was given by [45]

\[
\int_V \varepsilon\sigma\,dV + \int_V \alpha \cdot \rho \cdot \dot{u} \cdot \dot{u}\,dV + \int_V \rho \cdot \varepsilon \cdot \dot{u}\,dV + \int_{S_{fl}} P \cdot n \cdot \dot{u}\,dS - \int_{S_{fl}} \kappa \cdot \tau \cdot dS = 0
\]

where \( \kappa \) is the variation; \( \varepsilon \) and \( \sigma \) are the strain and stress tensors; \( \alpha \) is the damping factor; \( u, \dot{u} \) and \( \ddot{u} \) are the displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively; \( n \) is the normal vector.

The coupling scheme for the used methods is presented in Fig. 4. First, the pressure at fluid and the structure interface was obtained with the RKDG method for the fluid domain. Second, this pressure was used as the load for the structure domain and, subsequently, the velocity at the interaction was updated. Third, this updated velocity was used in the fluid solver. The coordinates of the structure were updated by using the LSM. Finally, the simulations returned to the first step, and the physical quantities in the fluid were updated with the GFM.

3. Pressure characteristics and cavitation effects of underwater explosion near plates

A strongly discontinuous shock wave can be generated in fluid after an explosive is detonated. Rarefaction waves can be produced as a result of repeated reflection of this shock wave between the bubble and the structure, resulting in generation of a cavitated region with low pressure. This cavitation has a significant effect on load characteristics and on structural response. Hence, after the presented approach - the RKDG method with the cut-off cavitation model - was successfully verified, it was used for the fluid domain and the analysis of pressure and cavitation characteristics. As for the structure domain, the FEM was employed to analyse dynamic response of structures. A two-dimensional axisymmetric RKDG-FEM model of a plate subjected to a near-field underwater explosion of a spherical charge was first developed; the obtained results for deflection distribution were compared with those of experimental data in order to verify the validity of the coupled RKDG-FEM method in the next section.

3.1. Numerical verification for coupled RKDG and FEM

To verify the developed approach, an initial study was implemented focused on the available experimental evidence. A numerical model of a circular plate subjected to a near-field underwater explosion was developed following the experiment in [46], and its schematic is shown in Fig. 5 (the symmetry axis \((z)\) was vertical). The modelled steel plate had a radius \( R = 53 \text{ mm} \) and thickness \( t = 1.9 \text{ mm} \). The mass \( m \) of the spherical charge was 5 g. The distance between the centre of the charge and the plate was about 25 mm. Numerical results obtained with the developed scheme were compared with the experimental data.

A comparison of the results for the deformation of the plate is presented in Fig. 6. Apparently, the near-field underwater explosion resulted in large plastic deformation of the plate. It was found that the shapes of the deformed plate obtained with the coupled RKDG-FEM method and the experiment were close, with the error for the maximum deflection lower than 2%, proving the effectiveness of the presented method. A further comparison of deflection distribution of the plate is presented in Fig. 7, demonstrating a decline of the deflection magnitude with the distance from its centre. The good agreement of our numerical results with the experimental data verified the validity of the developed RKDG-FEM method, indicating that this numerical method can solve problems of a shock response of structures to near-field underwater explosions effectively.

3.2. Analysis of single plate

After this validation of the presented algorithm, a two-dimensional axisymmetric RKDG-FEM model of a plate subjected to a near-field underwater explosion of a cylindrical charge was developed; pressure and cavitation characteristics of the process were analysed.

3.2.1. Numerical model

A schematic of the problem for the plate subjected to the near-field underwater explosion, with a coordinate system is shown in Fig. 8, with the centre of the plate coinciding with its origin point (the symmetry axis \((z)\) was vertical). The steel plate had a radius \( R = 1 \text{ m} \) and
thickness \( t = 0.016 \text{ m} \). A cylindrical charge was used in this model, with a radius of 0.1 m and height of 0.2 m. The distance between the centre of the charge and the plate was about 0.5 m. Coordinates for test points A, B and C were \((0, -0.008)\), \((0.3, -0.2)\) and \((0.3, 0.2)\), respectively. The mesh sizes of the plate along its length and the fluid were 0.01 m and 0.005 m, respectively. Continuum elements were used to model the FE plate, with 4 and 100 elements through its thickness and along its length, respectively. Cases for the single-plate simulations discussed in this section are listed in Table 2.

### 3.2.2. Shock wave propagation and cavitation characteristics

The character of pressure distribution, deflections and schlieren images are shown in Fig. 9 for Case 2. The explosion products expanded rapidly after the cylindrical charge was detonated. A high-pressure shock wave (SW1) and a rarefaction wave (RW1) were generated in the water and the explosion products (Fig. 9(a)), respectively. This figure also shows that the explosion products retained the initial cylindrical shape right after the detonation, evolving subsequently into a spherical shape (Fig. 9(b)). After SW1 arrived at the plate, a reflected shock wave (RSW1) was generated towards the explosion products since impedance of steel was higher than that of water (Fig. 9(b)). These two shock waves caused deformation of the plate. At the same time, a transmitted shock wave (TSW1) was produced and propagated behind the plate. When RSW1 reached the explosion products, a reflected rarefaction wave (RRW1) was generated (Fig. 9(c)) as a result of higher impedance of water than that of the explosion products. Subsequently, RRW1 arrived at the plate (Fig. 9(d)), with another rarefaction wave (RRW2) reflected in the water between the plate and the bubble. The superposition of these two rarefaction waves resulted in a cavitation with low pressure. Additionally, it can be found that the propagation velocity of the transmitted shock wave in the bubble (TSW2) was lower than that of RSW1 in the water. With propagation of rarefaction waves in the fluid, the cavitation grew and collapsed, disappeared along the bottom surface of the plate (Figs. 9(e) and 9(f)), with a large deformation of the plate. Additionally, a triple point and a Mach stem can be observed in Fig. 9(f).

### 3.2.3. Pressure characteristics

After the analysis of shock-wave propagation, pressure evolution with time at test points B and C in the fluid was studied first and is shown in Fig. 10. The incident shock wave (SW1) first reached test point B, resulting in the first peak. Subsequently, RSW1 was produced and propagated in the water below the plate, causing the second peak. Besides, TSW1 was also generated above the plate, leading to the first peak at point C. Additionally, it can be seen that the peak caused by TSW1 was lower than that of SW1 and RSW1. Subsequently, a comparison of pressure evolution at the centre of either a rigid wall or the elastic-plastic plate was performed; the history curves of pressure at point A for respectively Cases 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 11. After the incident shock wave arrived at the plate/rigid wall, the pressure level instantaneously peaked at about 2.3 GPa and 2.1 GPa in Cases 1 and 2, respectively. The level of pressure in Case 2 was lower because the elastic-plastic plate moved under the effect of SW1, and both RSW1 and TSW1 were generated while only RSW1 was produced in Case 1. After that, the pressure diminished drastically. The decrease rate in Case 2 was higher due to the generation of TSW1. Subsequently, the low-pressure cavitation was first formed at the bottom surface of the plate as a result of the superposition of RRW1 and RRW2 and, then, gradually collapsed, causing the secondary loading. Obviously, the cavitation in Case 2 disappeared faster than that in Case 1 while the secondary peak was slightly lower.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Rigid wall/ Elastic-plastic plate</th>
<th>Distance ( d ) (m)</th>
<th>Thickness of plate ( h ) (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>Rigid wall</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>Elastic-plastic plate</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>Elastic-plastic plate</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>Elastic-plastic plate</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>Elastic-plastic plate</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6</td>
<td>Elastic-plastic plate</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The evolution of velocity and displacement at point A are illustrated in Fig. 12. Under the effect of SW1, the plate moved upwards. Its velocity increased rapidly to about 350 m/s and gradually decreased as a result of the pressure decay and formation of cavitation. The displacement at point A tended to increase steadily with time.

The comparison results for distributions of von Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain of the plate at its top and bottom surfaces are presented in Fig. 13. At about 0.086 ms, the plate was impacted by SW1. The level of von Mises stress at the bottom surface was higher (Figs. 13(a-1)) and plastic deformation occurred, compared to the top surface (Figs. 13(a-2)). With propagation of the shock wave, the plate continued to deform. The magnitude of von Mises stress at the bottom surface was lower than that at the top one, while its equivalent plastic strain was higher at about 0.15 ms (Figs. 13(b-1) and (b-2)). The whole plate was shocked at about 0.3 ms; the levels of von Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain at the bottom surface were both lower.

![Fig. 9. Pressure distributions (left) and schlieren images (right) for plate subjected to near-field underwater explosion (Case 2) corresponding to t = 0.01 (a), 0.10 (b), 0.16 (c), 0.23 (d), 0.24 (e) and 0.30 (f) ms.](image-url)
The equivalent plastic strains at the bottom and top surfaces were about 0.029 and 0.008, indicating that large deformations of the plate were caused.

3.2.4. Effects of different parameters on load characteristics

(1) Effect of distance

Next, the effect of distance on load characteristics and a structural response was analysed. The distance $d$ between the charge and the plate ranged from 0.3 m (Case 3), 0.4 m (Case 2) to 0.5 m (Case 4). Other parameters of the model were the same as in Case 2.

Evolution of pressure at the bottom surface of the plate is shown in Fig. 14. The comparison of the three cases demonstrates that the pressure peak and the decrease rate in Case 3 ($d = 0.3$ m) was higher than that in Cases 2 ($d = 0.4$ m) and 4 ($d = 0.5$ m). Besides, other than Case 3 ($d = 0.3$ m), due to the superposition of rarefaction waves, the pressure values in Cases 2 ($d = 0.4$ m) and 4 ($d = 0.5$ m) were lower than the saturated-vapor pressure and a cavitation was generated as a result. The reason for this phenomenon is the fact that wave strength diminished with the increase in the distance. It indicates that the cavitation would not be formed at a closer range.

Evolutions of velocity and displacement at the centre of plate are illustrated in Fig. 15. The three cases shared a trend for velocity - increasing first and then decreasing; while the level of displacement increased continuously. The maximum deflection in the three cases reached about 0.15 m, 0.11 m and 0.08 m, respectively, while the velocity peaked at about 450 m/s, 350 m/s and 250 m/s. It can be found from the comparison of the obtained results that a decrease in the distance resulted in the increased deformation and velocity; additionally, the levels of velocity and displacement began to increase earlier.

(2) Effect of plate thickness

In this section, the effect of plate thickness on load characteristics is discussed, with thicknesses values $h$ of 0.016 m (Case 2), 0.020 m (Case 5) and 0.024 m (Case 6) studied; other parameters were the same as in Case 2.

A comparison of pressure evolution with time at the centre of the plate is presented in Fig. 16. The initial tendencies for the three cases were similar - increasing to the peak at first and then diminishing. The pressure peak value was higher for the increase in thickness because of the lower intensity of the transmitted shock wave. Besides, the larger the thickness, the faster the cavitation process was formed. Additionally, the duration of the cavitation collapse was longer and the secondary-peak value was higher. The reason for this phenomenon is the fact that the intensities of the two rarefaction waves reflected, respectively, by the bubble and the plate were higher with the thickness increase.

Evolutions of velocity and displacement at the centre of the plate are shown in Fig. 17. These parameters had a similar tendency - the level of velocity rapidly increased and stayed nearly steady eventually, while the displacement increased continuously with time. It can be found from the comparison of the obtained results that the levels of velocity and displacement diminished with the thickness increase.

3.3. Analysis of double plates

3.3.1. Numerical model

After the discussion of cases of the single plate, a two-dimensional axisymmetric RKDG-FEM model with a vertical symmetry axis ($z$) of double plates subjected to a near-field underwater explosion was developed (Fig. 18). Parameters of the charge and the plates were the same as in Section 3.2.1. The distance between the two plates was 0.1 m. The centre of the lower plate coincided with the origin point. Test points A, B, C and D were placed at $(0, -0.008)$, $(0.52, -0.05)$, $(0.52, 0.05)$ and $(0.52, 0.15)$, respectively.

3.3.2. Shock wave propagation and cavitation characteristics

The character of pressure distribution and schlieren images are presented in Fig. 19 (the upper and lower plates are denoted Plates II and I, respectively). The water domain is divided into three sub-domains - K, L and M - see Fig. 19(a). A high-pressure shock wave (SW1) was generated in sub-domain M after the cylindrical charge was...
detonated. When SW1 reached Plate I, not only a reflected shock wave (RSW1) was generated in sub-domain M but also a transmitted shock wave (TSW1) was produced in sub-domain L. Subsequently, TSW1 arrived at Plate II, and as a result, a reflected shock wave (RSW2) and a transmitted shock wave (TSW2) were generated in sub-domains L and K, respectively. As RSW2 reached Plate I, a reflected shock wave (RSW3) and a transmitted shock wave (TSW3) were produced in sub-domains L and M (Fig. 19(b)), respectively. Obviously, a complex wave

Fig. 13. Evolutions of von Mises stress (1) and equivalent plastic strain (2) at top (right) and bottom (left) surfaces corresponding to $t \approx 0.086$ (a), 0.150 (b) and 0.300 (c) ms.
structure was formed by propagation of these waves. After RSW1 arrived at the bubble, a rarefaction wave (RRW1) was reflected in sub-domain M. When RRW1 reached Plate I, both reflected (RRW2) and transmitted (TRW1) rarefaction waves were produced in sub-domains M and L. The level of pressure of the reflected waves decayed quickly due to the repeated reflections and transmissions due to the two plates. A cavitation zone was formed (Fig. 19(c)) due to the superposition of repeatedly reflected waves at later stages (Fig. 22(a)). As for Plate II, the pressure rapidly increased under the effect of TRW1 (Fig. 22(b)). The pressure-peak value moved gradually sideways along this plate. After RSW3 reached it, the second peak was formed and moved sideways as well. The peak values decreased due to repeated reflections.

3.3.3. Pressure characteristics

After the analysis of shock-wave propagation, pressure evolution with time at test points B, C and D in the fluid was studied and is presented in Fig. 20. As SW1 arrived at point B, the pressure peaked at about 1.1 GPa and then decreased exponentially. After RSW1 reached this point, a second peak, lower than the first one, was formed. Subsequently, TSW1 and RSW2 were generated and propagated successively in sub-domain L, causing the first and second increases of the levels of pressure at point C. The pressure peaked at about 750 MPa and then declined. The cavitation zone was formed when the rarefaction waves propagated in sub-domain L and subsequently collapsed, resulting in the secondary loading. As for point D, the pressure peak caused by the arrival of TSW1 was much lower than that at points B and C.

Evolution of pressure at the centre of Plates I and II is illustrated in Fig. 21. The pressure increased rapidly when SW1 reached Plate I. Multi-peaks can be found in Fig. 21 due to repeated reflections and transmissions of shock and rarefaction waves. As for Plate II, the first and second peaks were caused by TSW1 and RSW3, respectively.

A further comparison of pressure distributions at Plates I and II was studied and is presented in Fig. 22. For Plate I, the pressure distribution at the early stage was similar to that of the single plate while it was more complex due to the superpositions of repeatedly reflected waves at later stages (Fig. 22(a)). As for Plate II, the pressure rapidly increased under the effect of TRW1 (Fig. 22(b)). The pressure-peak value moved gradually sideways along this plate. After RSW3 reached it, the second peak was formed and moved sideways as well. The peak values decreased due to repeated reflections.
The distribution of equivalent plastic strain is shown in Fig. 23. As SW1 arrived at Plate I, the initial plastic deformation of this plate was caused (Fig. 23(a)). After that, deformation of Plate I increased gradually. Plate II was subsequently impacted by TSW1 and RSW3, resulting in a plastic deformation (Fig. 23(b)). With the propagation of multiple waves, Plates I and II continued to deform (Fig. 23(c)). Apparently, the plastic deformation of Plate I was larger than that of Plate II.

A further comparison of evolutions of displacement and velocity at the centre of Plates I and II is shown in Fig. 24. Plates I and II moved upwards under the effect of SW1 and TSW1, respectively. The levels of displacement and velocity peak of Plate I were larger than those of Plate II because pressure of SW1 was higher than that of TSW1. The velocity of Plate II was close to that of Plate I at the later stage.

Evolution of acceleration at the centre of Plates I and II is illustrated.
The vibration of Plate I impacted by SW1 was more significant than that of Plate II by TSW1. Besides, the shock wave reached Plate I earlier, causing its vibration before that of Plate II. With the decline of the shock load, the amplitude of vibration gradually diminished, with repeated vibration close to the equilibrium position eventually.

### 3.3.4. Effects of distance on load characteristics

The distance between two plates has a significant effect on load characteristics. Hence, the effect of this parameter is discussed in this

---

**Fig. 22.** Pressure distribution at Plates I (a) and II (b).

**Fig. 23.** Distribution of equivalent plastic strain in double plates corresponding to $t \approx 0.102$ (a), 0.300 (b) and 0.448 (c) ms.

**Fig. 24.** Evolutions of velocity and displacement of Plates I and II.

**Fig. 25.** Evolution of acceleration of Plates I and II.
section, with distances of 0.1 m (Case 7), 0.2 m (Case 8) and 0.3 m (Case 9) studied.

Evolutions of pressure at the centres of Plates I and II are shown in Figs. 26, respectively. The initial tendency and pressure-peak values at the centre of Plate I were similar for the three cases (Fig. 26(a)). The cavitation was formed due to the superposition of RRW1 and RRW2 reflected, respectively, from the bubble and the plate in Cases 8 and 9 while the level of pressure of TSW1 and TRW1 was so high that no

Fig. 26. Evolution of pressure at centre of Plates I (a) and II (b).

Fig. 27. Pressure distributions at centre of Plate I in Cases 8 (a) and 9 (b).

Fig. 28. Pressure distributions at the centre of Plate II in Cases 8 (a) and 9 (b).

Fig. 29. Evolutions of velocity and displacement at centre of Plates I (a) and II (b).
cavitation was formed in Case 7.

As for Plate II, two peaks were caused by TSW1 and RSW3 (Fig. 26(b)), respectively. The level of the second peak was higher than the first one in Case 7, but not in Cases 8 and 9. With the decrease in distance, these two waves arrived at Plate II earlier and the levels of the two peaks were higher. Besides, the cavitation was formed in a shorter time for a lower distance.

A comparison of pressure distributions at the centre of Plate I in Cases 8 and 9 is presented in Fig. 27. It can be found from the presented comparison results that the distributions for these two cases were similar. After the shock wave reflected from Plate II arrived at Plate I, the intensity of the generated reflected and the transmission shock waves were weaker, resulting in a low effect on the pressure level at Plate I.

The pressure distributions at the centre of Plate II in Cases 8 and 9 are illustrated in Fig. 28. The levels of pressure at Plate II in Case 8 were higher and decreased faster than that in Case 9. With the decline of the distance between the plates, the shock wave reflected by Plate I reached Plate II earlier. The farther from the centre, the lower were the pressure magnitude and the impact force on the plate.

Evolutions of velocity and displacement at the centre of Plates I and II are shown in Fig. 29. The velocity diminished rapidly in Case 7 when RSW2 arrived at Plate I (Fig. 29(a)), with lower deflection than in the other two cases. Due to the larger distance between two plates in Cases 8 and 9, the effect of the reflected shock wave was lower, resulting in a similar tendency for the velocity and displacement. As for Plate II, the smaller the distance parameter, the earlier the arrival of TSW1 at Plate II (Fig. 29(b)). With the decrease of the distance, the level of velocity and deflection were larger.

4. Conclusions

A coupled algorithm, fully utilizing advantages of both RKDG and FEM, is applied to capture a strongly discontinuous shock wave and to analyse a shock response of single and double plates subjected to a near-field underwater explosion of cylindrical charge. The LSM and GFMs were used for the update of coordinates of structures and treatment of fluid-structure interaction, respectively. Besides, a cavitation model was introduced into the RKDG method to investigate formation and collapse of the cavitation as well as its secondary shock. First, the RKDG-FEM model of a plate subjected to a near-field underwater explosion of a spherical charge was developed; its results were compared with experimental data to verify the validity of the developed algorithm. Then, the pressure characteristics and the cavitation effect as well as the shock response of single and double plates subjected to the near-field underwater explosion of a cylindrical charge were analysed. Besides, effects of different parameters were discussed. The following main conclusion can be drawn:

1. A shock wave was generated and propagated in the fluid after the cylindrical charge was detonated. When this shock wave arrived at the plate, a reflected shock wave and a transmitted shock wave were produced in the water. After the reflected shock wave reached the bubble with lower impedance, a rarefaction wave was generated and subsequently reflected, resulting in generation of another rarefaction wave. Due to the superposition of these two rarefaction waves, a cavitation with low pressure was formed. This cavitation subsequently collapsed, causing a secondary shock on structures, and it will cause serious damage to structures. This is consistent with the underwater explosion phenomenon of spherical charge [29,31].

2. With the decline of the distance between the single plate and the charge, the pressure peak, deformation and velocity as well as acceleration at the centre of the plate increased. With increased plate thickness, the intensity of the transmission shock wave was lower, resulting in a higher pressure peak at the centre of the plate. Besides, reloading caused by the collapse of the cavitation was higher while the magnitudes of deformation and velocity were lower.

3. After the cylindrical charge exploded underwater near the plates, as for double plates, multiple waves were reflected repeatedly in water between the plates, leading to a more complex pressure distribution than that for the single plate. When the distance between two plates was lower in case 7, the cavitation process was first formed in the inter-plate area while it occurred near the bottom surface of Plate I at first and, subsequently, in water between the plates when the distance was larger in Case 9. In some cases, multiple cavitation zones were caused. The cavitation zone changes violently with time.

4. The distance between two plates had a greater effect on the shock response of Plate II. With the increase of this distance, the levels of two pressure peaks caused, respectively, by the transmission shock wave (TSW1) and the reflected shock wave (RSW3) diminished. Besides, the deflection and the maximum velocity were lower.
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